
Reclaim your Throne

A LIFT THAT OFFERS DIGNITY FOR ALL

The Royal Standard In Bathroom Assistance

According to both the CDC and the National Council for Aging Care, falls are the leading cause of
both fatal and non-fatal injuries in older Americans, and the greatest threat to the loss of
independence. Studies show that 80% of all falls happen in the bathroom, and each year 2,800,000
injuries are treated in   emergency rooms, resulting in over 800,000 hospitalizations and 27,000
deaths. In fact, 95% of hip fractures are the direct result of a fall. Oh dear. On average the cost of
treating a fall is around $30,000, and it is expected that nearly $67 billion will be spent on the
treatment of falls in 2020 alone.

At Throne Buttler, we believe that nothing should get in the way of your bathroom activities.
That’s why we created a toilet lift to rival all other commode assistive devices. With its easy at-
home installation, intuitive controls and built-in safety features, Throne Buttler is the ideal solution
for any lavatory user in need of a better way to transfer on and off the toilet. In fact, the only worse
thing than having your favorite bathroom pastime compromised is that fear that you or your loved
one could suffer serious bodily harm from it.

ADA Compliant & Appreciated

Did you know that 26% of U.S. adults have some form of disability? That’s 1 in 4 Americans who
have a higher risk of injury from falls. At Throne Buttler, we understand the emotional, physical,
and financial toll a trip to the hospital can present. That’s why we created a handicap toilet lift that
offers the automated assistance you need and the bathroom privacy you deserve.

Throne Buttler is an innovative assistive device designed and engineered to accommodate a wide
range of toilet users. So whether you’re in the market for a special needs toilet or a simple lift
assist, Throne Buttler is there for you rear with comprehensive features to fit your lifestyle. From
its 350lbs weight capacity to its easy-to-use two button controller, Throne Buttler makes it easy for
everyone to get down to business without getting injured.


